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Here are recommended guidelines for teaching on Zoom with respect to:
1. Teaching
2. Tech Information for Zoom
3. Marketing and Promotion
4. Payments
5. Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)

1. TEACHING
Teaching Environment
•

Think about what you want to teach and the timing of segments—have a clock
in view.

•

Set up your laptop (or whatever device you are using) close to your eye level
and so that your whole body (head and feet!) can be seen.

•

Please keep the teaching environment as clear of any clutter or distractions as
you can, as this will prevent attention from being drawn away from the teacher
(e.g. consider using shoji screens, and cover desks with white or cream towels).

•

Ensure good lighting, avoid backlighting, and check for glare from sunlight at the
time of day you will be teaching.

•

Mark/stick tape on the floor where you need to stand so students can see your
whole body.

•

Practice before class with Zoom turned on, record yourself for feedback, and/or
get feedback from a teaching partner.

Clothing
•

Wear colors that make it easy to see your limbs; all black can be confusing to the
students, and blue works well. Solid colors are better than patterns. Avoid white
clothing because your image will be somewhat unstable.

•

Most important is to wear a color that stands out against your background so
your body shows up—darker colors if your background is light and vice versa.

•

Record yourself in different colors to see what works best for your setup.

•

Your students might find it helpful if you wear a scarf or put white or blue tape on
your right arm and leg, especially in the beginning. This helps keep students
oriented left and right. (Zoom can be confusing).

Teaching Teams
•

Can be from anywhere! With Zoom it’s possible to team up with someone from a
different state or a different country.

•

It may be easier for the person who’s speaking to be spotlighted. This is especially
true if a student is using an older version of Zoom.
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•

With 2 teachers and 1 yin person, you can take turns watching in gallery view to
see what the students need.

•

Please remember to have the class sometimes follow the yin person! Or do
double demos with the yin person.

•

Make additional teachers cohosts for easy spotlighting switch. If your internet
connection drops, the hosting function switches to the co-host.

•

Give feedback to each other as customary after the class.

Teaching the Class
Useful Tips
•

Student focus is on the screen, therefore greater emphasis is on your body than
in-person teaching. Is your body conveying your words? Get feedback
before/after class on your form, indications, relaxation and groundedness.

•

Speaking: ensure enough volume, clear articulation, reasonable speed, quiet
space (for students to practice without words). Check that your students can
hear you. Get feedback from your teaching partner on voice quality and
whether you are conveying relaxation. A wireless microphone or Bluetooth
earbuds with microphones assure that students can hear you when you are
facing away from them.

•

Describe everything. Students aren’t always looking at the screen.

•

Spend your time doing tai chi and not talking about it. Students learn through
repetition. They like repeating both the current lesson and integrating it with the
part already learned.

•

When leading rounds, say the posture names to keep everyone in sync. Practice
so your words don’t lag behind the arrival in position.

•

You can also keep people in synch with simple action cues like “shift, rotate.”

•

Teach to what you observe.

•

Think about orientations for demos, which direction will demonstrate the move
most clearly? Demonstrate from multiple orientations. Always end with doing it in
the correct orientation. For example, face the camera in Fist Under Elbow so they
can see Repulse Monkey from the front and follow it up with the correct
orientation.

•

Remember to turn so students can follow you in the same orientation.

•

Consider how to minimize ‘head turning’ of students to see the screen. Teach
smaller sections of the form. Then connect the segments for a sense of
flow/smoothness.

•

It may be helpful to have students put signs up in their space: front wall, back
wall, left side, right side. Likewise, give occasional reminders of the front wall, left
side, etc. of the teacher’s space.
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Working with Zoom ‘Views’
•

Students need to see your whole body. It is also helpful if you can see as much of
the student’s body as possible—encourage your students to setup their camera
so you can see them properly.

•

When teaching, have your view in speaker view so you can see what the
students see (are your head and feet in view?).

•

Dual screen or split screens allow the students to see the moves from different
perspectives. If you use a split screen with two teachers, then please be clear
which teacher is leading the movement (with their back to the camera) so when
it’s time to do the movement together, the students know who to follow.

•

Because we see ourselves in mirror view, the best way to set up two people
correctly in different directions is to say something like “I am in the correct
orientation and Mary is facing the opposite direction.”

•

To keep the active teacher in speaker view, use spotlight (not pin, which only
changes your local view). Use verbal cues to switch spotlight: “Let’s switch to
Patrice;” “Let’s take a closer look at my feet;” “Please spotlight me now.”

•

The non-active/yin teacher can observe students in gallery view while the
active/yang teacher is teaching.

•

Do not scrutinize video thumbnails; use ‘dantian eye’ to observe.

Adjustments and Feedback
•

Review a lot. Allow time for questions. Be open to suggestions from fellow
teachers and students.

•

With no hands-on adjustments, use your voice to convey relaxation and take the
time to have the students hold positions, relax and breathe.

•

Consider asking students to use the “raise hand” function if they are willing to
receive individual feedback. Explain how to use the “raise /lower hand” function
and how to use the Chat window.

•

Offer encouragement and positive observations when watching on the screen
(e.g. “Norma you look nice and upright”).

•

Sometimes it is useful to move closer to the camera and to demonstrate the arms
or the hands.

• Sometimes referring to left and right is not helpful for verbal adjustments. Instead,
try substituting “front” or “back.”
•

Encourage self-awareness. Have student face the camera while you also face
the camera, giving her/him a mirror image. For example: “Mary, put your hand
on your shoulder on this side….let the warmth of your hand help melt the
tightness you feel there.”

•

If using breakout groups for peer feedback. Give clear instructions of what the
assignment is before breaking out and/or type the prompt in the Chat window.
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•

State how long the breakout group will last so the time can be evenly divided
among participants. Explain options for those that don’t want to be in a
breakout.

•

Remind students that while online instruction is very valuable, any dedicated
study of tai chi is best complemented by in-person instruction that includes
gentle hands-on adjustments by the teachers in actual in-person classroom
settings.

Quality Control
•

If you haven’t taught for a while or been to a training for a while, consider
attending an ongoing online class to see how it’s done.

•

It’s always good to pair up a more-experienced with a less-experienced person.

•

In the beginning it might be helpful to ask a senior/experienced teacher to
observe your teaching and give helpful suggestions and feedback.

Social Time
• Consider building in some social time (it’s been strange not having time for
socializing before and after class).
• Consider asking students to stay 15 minutes longer periodically.

• Consider breaking into smaller breakout rooms so people can introduce
themselves and/or share any comments about how their experience.

2. TECH INFORMATION FOR ZOOM
General

• A tech person is very helpful for performing the spotlight function and dealing
with any other tech problems. The teachers can then just focus on teaching.

• Read and send out our guidelines on using Zoom to your students ahead of class
• Be sure everyone is using the latest version of Zoom—this is really important!
• Check for Zoom updates weekly and remind your students to do this too. Zoom
provides software updates often.

• Ensure that all the teachers and footcams are made co-host before class begins.
• Footcams are very helpful, and students like them (see below for more detail).
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Zoom Meeting Set Up with a Registration Link

• It is important to set up a Zoom meeting with a registration link. Registration links
include custom questions that serve the function of an Enrollment Agreement,
and ask students to acknowledge issues about health and wellbeing.

• Secondly, registrations ensure we set the correct level of expectation for our
classes. The student participates at his or her own risk.

• Students are not allowed to individually record the class. This is also covered in
the Q&A section of the registration link.

• Review the article on setting up a Zoom meeting with registration link.
Video and Sound Quality

• Consider buying a good quality webcam if your computer video is not sufficient.
• To improve your viewing ability of the class and Zoom screen, create a bigger
picture by hooking up to your smart TV or purchasing a larger monitor.

• Test your audio to ensure you are heard clearly when you are turned away from
and/or have your back to the screen. Consider using earbuds or wireless
headphones for more consistent audio volume.

• Consider a wireless microphone if you teach a lot or are in a large room. (See
Q&A section below for recommendations on equipment.)

• Be sure your Zoom audio settings have the microphone on maximum volume.

Make sure students have audio output volume turned up if they can’t hear you.

• Secondly, make sure your system input volume is at maximum. To do this, check
the Sound setting for your computer/microphone in Preferences to ensure it is
turned up. This will improve your overall sound to your students.

• If you have problems with Zoom auto-adjusting your volume level, make sure
everyone else is muted, including your co-teacher.

• Auto adjust adapts audio to block out background noise but can sometimes

affect the volume consistency. Try different settings (fix volume all the way up, or
select auto-adjust) to find what works best. Adjust your audio Zoom settings here:
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Footcam

• You can use a second device (phone, iPad, laptop) or connect a webcam to
your main device for close up view of feet.

• Rename the second device “footcam” to differentiate it from your main camera
view e.g. ‘Kate’s footcam.’ You can find the ‘rename’ setting by clicking the
three dots in the video thumbnail, or by clicking the ‘more’ button next to the
name in the participants list.

• Make the second device/footcam a cohost so it appears at the top of the
participant list for easy/quick spotlight switching.

• Mute the second device Zoom audio AND turn off the audio output on the
device. Do not connect to Zoom meeting with audio on the 2nd device.
[Critical: Otherwise you will get sound feedback in the meeting].

• Use the same Zoom account for both the main device and second devicefootcam.

• For advance set-ups, if you connect a webcam/footcam to your Zoom Video,
you can switch easily between cameras. Do this by clicking on the arrow on the
video button. See screenshot below. Or use command-shift-n.

• Footcam can be set up on the floor or on a table with the screen/camera
angled down. Check that the camera angle is not distorting view/directions of
feet.
Recording the Class

• Teachers may record the class and make the recordings available three classes
at a time to the students, as long as you follow TCF Policy on Online Class
Recordings.

• When recording to a computer, put the view setting on “speaker view.”. Be

aware that when you observe the class in “gallery view” this will be recorded
rather than speaker view.
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• To record yourself in Zoom, select settings from top right in the Zoom app.

1. Select recording. Choose where your recording will be saved.

2. Close settings and click on ‘New Meeting’.

3. Click record to start recording.
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4. Stop the recording.
Depending on the length of the recording it may take a short while to ‘convert’.
Find the file inside a folder called ‘Zoom’ where you set it to save to.

Zoom Shortcuts
Audio Video
Mute all except host: control command M
Ask to unmute all: control command U
Hold spacebar to temporarily unmute
Mute/unmute self: shift command A
Start/stop your video: shift command V
View
Switch camera: shift command N
Toggle speaker/gallery view: shift command W
Enter/exit full screen mode: shift command F
Shift to minimal window: shift command M
Show/hide participants panel: command U
Show/hide chat panel: shift command H
View previous participants page: control P
View next page participants: control N
Recording
Start/stop local recording: shift command R
Start/stop cloud recording: shift command C
Pause/resume recording: shift command P

3. MARKETING AND PROMOTION
TCF Zoom Logo

• Use the TCF Zoom Logo when setting up the promos in any online presence.
• You can also use the TCF Zoom logo when setting up a Zoom session.
• (Note: if you use this logo, be sure you send it as a jpeg.)
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Promo Material
• Create some attractive promo pages you can send out to your own mailing list.

• Or use the sample promo flyer and update with your specific info (see attached).
Listing Classes
• Let Patrice know about your class so she can put it on the TCF website on the Live
Online Classes page.
• The class will be listed in the Weekly Class Reminder mailing that links to the Live
Online Classes page. Contact Anne Smyers for inclusion in the listing.

4. PAYMENTS
Price

• We recommend that you charge for classes. If one TCF location charges and

another TCF location gives it away, it creates inconsistency in TCF and creates a
'pricing competition.' If you don’t want to charge, please collect donations and
consider giving some to the TCF.

• $10 per class for online classes is common in the US.
• Consider allowing students to join the first class for free to try it out before
purchasing.

• Some locations allow students to repeat for free or for a lower price.
• Ask repeaters for the name of their previous TCF teacher.
• Please remember to pay royalties through the TCF teacher portal.
Payment Plan

• One option is to have students pay in installments of 4 classes.
• Send out payment reminders a week before due.
• Or students can pay all at once
Payment Options

• If a student wants to pay by check, they can mail it to you (this is only for nontech people with no other options).

• In the US, you can use Venmo and have one instructor collect the payments.
• In Europe: You can use a bank account’s IBAN to receive payments directly.
• In US and Europe: PayPal can work for international and local students.
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Setting Up PayPal Using a QR Code

• Follow this link to review how to set up a QR code. Article provided by PayPal:
Payment via QR code (QRC)

Click Here: https://www.paypal.com/us/brc/article/how-to-install-a-qr-code

• Your customers will need an account with PayPal to pay you and PayPal works
within the US and between the US and the EU. It is easy and instant, with
notification of who pays and how much. Fees may apply.

• Open the PayPal app and create a QR code. Under the menu ‘plus’ press

accept payments by QR code. This will generate a QR code that you can use
by saving the QR code as a photo and incorporate it in emails/promos. The size
is adjustable.

• To pay, the student scans the code with their PayPal app ‘scan and pay’ option.
Receiving a Regular PayPal Payment without a QR Code

• Follow this link to review how to receive a regular PayPal payment. Article provided
by PayPal: PayPal Regular Payments

Click Here: https://www.paypal.com/bb/smarthelp/article/how-do-i-send-moneyfaq1684

• If you have a PayPal account, you can also send payments directly via PayPal
using phone numbers / email addresses/other contact information.

• It is easiest to provide your email address to your students; they can remit a
payment directly to you with this information.

5. FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQs)
Which Earbuds or Wireless Mics should I get?
HIGH END RANGE COST
RØDE Wireless GO Wireless Microphone System around $200
https://amzn.to/3tajfZL
(You can find this from different sellers and different colors)
Try using it alone. Depending on your circumstances, you may need to add a
wearable lavalier mic: Select the matching RØDE one or one by Amazon $79
https://amzn.to/3qxgtvP
•

Another wearable wireless mic: Saramonic Blink 500 Ultracompact 2.4GHz DualChannel Wireless Microphone System
https://amzn.to/3vWuSFL

•

Apple Airpods Pro
https://amzn.to/3rsHukM
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MID RANGE COST
Duet 50 Slim Wireless Earbuds, 30 Hour Long Battery Life, Small Metal Case,
https://amzn.to/3bBd4Yw

BEST LOW END COST (They will last about 90 mins)
•

Bluetooth Earbuds, Bluetooth 5.0 Headphones Wireless Earbuds
https://amzn.to/3qAFgz7

When using ear buds, what should I do?
• Using ear buds, or anything that relies on Bluetooth can be a problem,
depending on your internet connection.
• ‘Pair’ ear buds to computer before you connect to zoom.
• Some people report sound is better without ear buds. There is a large variation in
experience, and there is user setup also to consider. Try both and get feedback.
• Always check that the speaker/teacher has their system input volume turned all
the way up.

Are there other options?
• Use cell phone for audio, and place it near you when you teach.

What’s the difference between Pin and Spotlight?
• You can pin or spotlight a video during a meeting.
• Pin screen allows you to disable the active speaker view and only view a specific
person. Pinning another user's video will only affect your local view in the Zoom
Room, not the view of other participants and will not affect cloud recordings.
• Spotlight video puts a user as the primary active speaker for all participants in the
meeting and cloud recordings. To spotlight, you need at least 3 participants in
the meeting with their video on, and it can be done by the host or co-host.

When should you use Add a 2nd Spotlight for Dual Spotlighting?
•

There are times it might be advantageous to allow the students to see the
teachers’ form from different angles. In this case, you will want to spotlight two
instructors at once.

•

This is called Split Screen or Dual Spotlight.

•

Be aware, the student’s view is smaller in this instance since they are seeing two
teachers at once vs one teacher in a larger view. This might be challenging for
students on an small device like a phone or i-Pad.

•

Consider returning to one person being spotlighted when doing the form
together.
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To Spotlight a Video
o

At the top of your screen, hover over the video of the participant you want to
spotlight and click ...

o

From the menu, choose Add Spotlight for Everyone.

o

(Optional) To spotlight additional participants (up to 9 total), follow steps 1
and 2 again as needed, clicking on Add Spotlight again.

o

To switch from one instructor to another rapidly in Spotlight mode, click on
Replace Spotlight

To Cancel a Spotlight
o

Click Remove Spotlight in the upper-left corner of the video area.

o

To switch from one instructor to another rapidly in Spotlight mode, at the top
of your screen, hover over the video of the participant you want to spotlight
and from the menu, click on Replace Spotlight

o

If all Spotlights are removed, this will return the meeting to Active Speaker.

How does mirror view work?
• Zoom videos are mirrored by default, because it looks more natural to see
yourself reflected back at you in that way.
• Other participants still see the non-mirrored, normal you.
• You can turn this mirroring feature off, but it's disorienting and takes some getting
used to.
• Deselecting ‘mirror view’ applies only to your view of yourself on screen. It does

not change the view of you for students.

Other Documents to Reference with this Manual
•

TCF Recording Policy

•

Promotional Flyer

•

TCF Online logo
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